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Conflict Resolution Recommendations

a. Introduction

Taking into account that conflicts exist on all levels of society and that conflicts have their own dynamics which are generally divided into the following four phrases:

- state of normality
- escalation of tension
- open conflict
- post-conflict transition

non-formal education can play a specific role in the above-mentioned four phrases.

One of the strengths of non-formal education is that it provides young people with a possibility of learning by doing. It can prevent the escalation of conflict by inter alia promoting co-operation, respect, tolerance, communication, friendship, character formation, democracy-building, teamwork, leadership and the appropriate skills for specific situations.

In order to do this, there are a wide range of methods within non-formal education. These include exchange, training, partnerships, encounters and mediation. Young people having benefited from such activities may multiply the effect of the understanding within their home societies. Seeing the potential of the methods mentioned and the importance of sharing good practices/experiences, we recommend that a Database is created. This would facilitate the flow of information between all those involved in conflict resolution work.

b. Specific measures

The working group is recommending the Council of Europe to:

1. Gather and disseminate information on training courses and various ways in which non-formal education can contribute to Mediation and Conflict Resolution. This could be done by creating an internet based library to which everybody involved in Mediation and Conflict Resolution can contribute and which should be accessible to all.

2. Promote programmes encouraging young people not to join extremist groups or if they already form part of such a group, empowering them to leave.
3. Organise Training Course on Mediation and Conflict Resolution to be included in the Youth Centres' Programme, preferably as part of the covenant with the European Union. Bearing in mind the challenging situation in the Council of Europe member states, especially in the South East European area, the training course could enable youth organisations and NGOs to have both a theoretical basis and practical examples for carrying out activities on Conflict Resolution.
Conclusions

Lynne Chisholm, General Rapporteur

BEYOND THE SECRET GARDENS:
TOWARDS A REVITALISATION OF NON-FORMAL LEARNING

The most astonishing finding of the recent EYF study on non-formal learning is how little we know about it - and most especially in youth organisations.

Prologue

Non-formal learning may inherently speak to an emancipatory social and educational agenda, operating in opposition - or at least beyond the control of institutionalised power relations. But let us not be disingenuous: the resurgence of non-formal learning comes on the cusp of a resurgence of lifelong learning driven by economic concerns in the first instance, and far less by liberation politics or counterculture idealism.

Today's non-formal learning wagon has not hitched itself onto a 'Lucy in the sky with diamonds' 1970s caravanserai: that was then, and now is now. Let's be very clear about the risks of jumping through this window of opportunity:

- instrumental incorporation in the service of the optimisation of human potential in the 'new economy';

- cooling out the dispossessed in the service of minimising the costs of economic globalisation.

But nothing is wholly inevitable, nor are learning outcomes depressingly predictable. European societies and economies increasingly need what mainstream education and training systems have never sought to provide for the majority of the population: critical and independent thinking, personal autonomy and proactive problem-solving. This is today's more prosaic window of opportunity.

Issues and themes from the workshops

Issues of definition

Non-formal learning is clearly an elusive and unpredictable beast, one that refuses to be pinned down precisely, but is nevertheless pretty good-natured. The consensus seems to be that a universally valid definition is neither possible nor desirable: no-one wants to risk

'fossilisation', everyone wants to respect diversity of perspective and practice - rather like the 'let a thousand flowers bloom' horticultural philosophy. (The wicked observer might add, as a less than innocuous footnote, that definitions tell us more about the definer than about the phenomenon itself.)

But when people get down to the practicalities, we find we're looking at fields of poppies waving in unison as far as the eye can see. The characteristics of non-formal learning in the youth sector are, for this Symposium:

- balanced co-existence and interaction between cognitive, affective and practical dimensions of learning
- linking individual and social learning, partnership-oriented
- solidarity and symmetrical teaching/learning relations
- participatory and learner-centred
- holistic and process-oriented
- close to real life concerns, experiential and oriented to learning by doing
- using intercultural exchanges and encounters as learning devices
- voluntary and (ideally) open-access
- aims above all to convey and practice the values and skills of democratic life

This list suggests that the common core of non-formal learning is less defined by content, and much more by the framing conditions (the contextualisation) of learning processes pursued for a wide variety of purposes. It is these framing conditions that pre-structure the pedagogies and practical methods of non-formal learning; subject-based curricula and didactics are of much less moment.6

**Issues of method**

The palette of non-formal learning methods derives quite directly from the above list:

- **Communication-based**: interaction, dialogue, mediation
- **Activity-based**: experience, practice, experimentation
- **Socially-focused**: partnership, teamwork, networking
- **Self-directed**: creativity, discovery, responsibility

---

6 In Bernstein's terms, we are looking at weak classification and very strong framing (but of a kind he would not have predicted in the 1970s).
Example: Open-source learning offers a method for learning through collective discovery and reflection, combining cognition and affectivity in practical activities.

Non-formal learning methods may have particular advantages for some tasks or target groups. For example, they provide a supportive space for excluded voices to be heard and relayed (including via advocacy/mediation).

**Links and bridges between learning domains**

This is a sensitive theme, where noticeably divergent views are held. Nevertheless, we can posit an emerging, if still hesitant, consensus in favour of building firmer links and bridges between non-formal and formal learning domains. This emergent consensus is expressed in the following ways:

- The two domains can **learn and profit from each other's distinct expertise and experience**: communication and co-operation should be strengthened. For example, conflict can take place in schools as well as on the street - practitioners in both contexts could profit from gaining conflict resolution skills and exchanging experience.

- The youth sector has not yet exploited the **positive potential of mixed-age and intergenerational learning processes**. Where are the links to be made here with adult educators, who often work in similar ways with older age groups?

- Non-formal learning is a tool for integration and empowerment of the excluded, but this is not enough by itself - for the most part, people need jobs to survive with dignity, maintain self-worth and have meaningful access to active citizenship in all its dimensions. This means that **non-formal and formal learning provision and practitioners must work together to maximise the chances of the highly disadvantaged to build meaningful, independent and satisfying lives**.

In at least some circumstances, **improved recognition for non-formal learning** - perhaps especially learning outcomes - will be **obtainable only through engaging with formalised systems of accreditation and qualification** (difficult and trying though this may turn out to be, as in the example of a Spanish rural development workers training project seeking diploma recognition from the Education Ministry). This does not mean that other forms of social recognition are not important, just that they cannot resolve all the issues involved.

The formula thus reads: **capitalise on complementarities, minimise unproductive competitiveness**.

**Quality and standards issues**

By extension, addressing quality and standards on non-formal learning is just as sensitive - perhaps more so, because here **the spectre of ranked comparisons and status differentiations within the practitioner community looming large and close**. State-organised regulation (monitoring, validation, accreditation) is highly problematic for civil society associations engaged in non-formal learning, perhaps particularly so in western Europe,
where distrust and scepticism of established democratic governance systems are increasingly widespread.

Nevertheless, the continuing lack of appropriate forms of assessment and accreditation is risky. Quality standards for teaching and learning processes and outcomes would be a step forward, but these should be 'indigenous and appropriate', i.e. based upon the distinctive characteristics of non-formal learning, not imitating the formal sector. Hence the following points emerge:

- The list of capacities and expertise that non-formal learning practitioners should have, according to one Symposium working group, therefore mirrors the profile of the core characteristics of non-formal learning - it emphasises process skills over content skills (but interestingly adds a coda of 'added value' competencies that those working at European level should also possess).

- Concomitantly, non-formal learning outcomes are typically 'generic and transferable skills', which enable people to 'do' as well as to 'be' (such as adaptability, team-working, problem solving, responsibility, tolerance, ability to learn per se, entrepreneurial skills, and so on).

- Assessment tools should be formative (not summative) and self-evaluative, owned and operated by learners themselves (for example, personal records of achievement). The learners in question, of course, could also be non-formal learning practitioners themselves on initial or in-service training and professional development courses. Such assessment methods are appealing - but they are not a cheap option. On the contrary, if they are to work well they need a solid raft of good quality mentoring and guidance accompaniment. This is not presently widely available in the youth sector for practitioners themselves.

**Issues of equality and social justice**

It comes as no surprise to hear that the non-formal learning community is strongly committed to placing its resources at the service of the marginalised and excluded, arguing that "non-formal learning takes over when the social fabric is broken ... we are dealing with people whose whole life has crumbled." It offers an affirmative and integrating space in which to recover and grow. Providing low-threshold opportunities close to home are essential to reach this kind of public. Here, too, there is potential for closer co-operation with local social services in designing multi-purpose learning projects.

Nevertheless, non-formal learning exists in the here and now - it is not a paradise apart, but is woven into existing social and economic structures and interests. If non-formal learning - perhaps especially at international level - is the playground of tomorrow's leaders, then this should make us realise that it, too, can just as easily contribute to maintaining social and educational inequalities rather than dismantling them. Where the relevant data is available, research and statistics leave us in little doubt that as far as education is concerned, 'those who have get more (and generally want more in the first place)'. It is perhaps time to confront this problem more directly: how does it show up in non-formal learning in the youth sector, and what kinds of counter-strategies might be effective to redress imbalances in participation?
Themes for future debate and action

- Develop a more precise, distinctive and interculturally robust terminology and conceptual framework

> Action point: Glossary/dictionary of concepts and terms

- Promote cross-sectoral exchange of experience amongst practitioners as a spur to innovation, co-operation and critical reflection

> Action point: Establish an Active Learning Forum to build up a body of coherent and critical knowledge and to act as a network for practitioner-based action research; promote professional development study visits/exchanges across countries, contexts, sectors

- Develop comprehensive in-service training resources for non-formal learning practitioners, especially at European level

> Action point: CoE-EU Curriculum and Quality Group

- Improve the strategic capacity of the non-formal learning community in the policymaking domain

> Action point: Establish a European professional association of non-formal learning practitioners; found a professional internship programme for practitioners in ministries and regulatory authorities

Diagrams

- On greater analytic clarity

Formal/non-formal is a continuum, not a binary opposition. The specific mix of features determines whereabouts a given learning process (context+content+method) lies on that continuum; different national and cultural traditions and institutionalised practices will place the boundary between formal and non-formal at different points along that continuum. Relevant features are: locus of authority/control, pedagogies, physical/social setting, degree of political engagement, level and type of recognition and regulation.

- On strategy: social change and the positioning of non-formal learning

Historically, we can observe a process of differentiation and specialisation of learning domains: formal education dominates today, but we should remember that it is quite a recent invention in response to a specific set of social and economic circumstances: industrial modernity. During no more than the past 200 years, informal education has virtually 'gone underground', whereas non-formal education has been subject both to incorporation and marginalisation. Formal education exploded in the second half of the 20th century, ultimately swamping people's lives well into young adulthood and acting as a vast, complex selection and allocation mechanism for the labour market. The loss of efficacy - and with it of meaning and purpose - has become increasingly evident in the last twenty years or so. The social and economic relevance of both non-formal and informal learning is on the rise - precisely due to
their flexibility, adaptability and nature of the learning outcomes. So if we take the longer historical view and then think into the future, we can more readily appreciate that the relations between the formal, non-formal and informal learning domains are by no means static, nor unidirectional. The window of opportunity is there for the taking - it just requires the courage to open it.

**Recommendations from the workshops**

- Information, resources and networking
  > Establish a European-wide inventory, database and network for information, resources, research and good practice in non-formal learning, using proactive and ICT-based communication and dissemination tools. These facilities should be thematically differentiated; areas for priority attention include conflict resolution/mediation; learning for democracy
  
- CoE-EU partnership agreement and joint action
  > Develop a training course for non-formal learning practitioners on conflict resolution skills
  > Promote local-level youth projects on priority themes such as democratic participation and active citizenship; programmes for young people at risk of engaging with extremist groupings

- Policy strategies
  > Lobby for integrated policy approaches in favour of fighting social exclusion, promoting non-formal learning as a tool for inclusion
  > Promote greater acceptance of the complementarity between formal and non-formal learning domains
  > Encourage CoE Member States to develop action plans to improve provision, access and recognition of non-formal learning

- Professionalising strategies
  > Develop shared European-level guidelines for common key/core qualifications profiles for non-formal learning practitioners (leading to a kind of 'QT' status).
Closing remark

Will these kinds of actions endanger the essence of non-formal learning?

Demanding greater recognition of non-formal learning means asking awkward questions! The non-formal learning domain behaves rather like a series of 'secret gardens' in which everyone tends their patch of beautiful flowers lovingly, safely surrounded by protectively high walls. This has to change: where people have entitlements to learning opportunities, they also have rights to quality learning experiences and outcomes. This means considering the implications of professionalisation, the need for training and recognised qualifications, and rendering learning outcomes visible and valued. The changing social and economic environment brings greater attention to non-formal learning, both because of the emphasis on 'more learning for all' and because living in today's Europe is a complex and risky affair for which everyone needs higher-performance survival skills. There is no need for the non-formal learning milieu to feel as if it's on the defensive. It should openly show with pride and confidence what it can already do well - but equally be prepared to improve the quality of what it does - in the interests of learners themselves. This is not a voyage without risks - but, then, no voyage worth making is without risk.

_He that wrestles with us strengthens our nerves and sharpens our skill. Our antagonist is our helper._ Edmund Burke, 1790
FINAL REPORT OF THE SYMPOSIUM

TOWARDS A REVITALISATION OF NON-FORMAL LEARNING FOR A CHANGING EUROPE

Lynne Chisholm, General Rapporteur
Promoting and practising non-formal education for young people has a long and honourable tradition at the Council of Europe, where the European Youth Centre’s work in developing and supporting intercultural learning and training courses for those involved in youth organisations is widely acknowledged to have led the European field since the mid-1970s.

In political terms, non-formal education is a privileged vehicle for promoting the aims espoused by the European Ministers responsible for youth in their 1998 Budapest Declaration: strengthening solidarities, cohesion, participation, active democratic citizenship, partnership and co-operation in a rapidly-changing Europe. The Declaration invited the Committee of Ministers to develop non-formal education as a means for social integration and proposed that the CDEJ should regard this as a priority area for action. In this context, attention should be paid to valorising competencies acquired non-formally, by working towards a system for European-level recognition and developing relevant training programmes. The CDEJ has set up a Working Group to look at how to implement these recommendations.

In early 2000 the Parliamentary Assembly issued a Recommendation underlining the increasing importance of non-formal education and acknowledging the key role played by community and youth NGOs in its provision. It proposed that member states should increase the recognition and resources accorded to non-formal education, provide initial and in-service training for practitioners, ensure open and equal access to non-formal learning opportunities, co-operate more fully with NGOs in this area and encourage innovative approaches (such as peer education).

This Symposium on Non-formal Education is one element of the Youth Directorate’s response to these policy developments. It brought together a diverse group of practitioners, policymakers and applied researchers from 26 countries, furnishing a rich spectrum of experience and expertise to bear on the issue. The following report begins with a brief introduction to key underlying questions for debate. It continues with a synthesis of five transversal themes that were discussed throughout the different plenary and workshops: definitions and understandings; teaching and learning methods; links and bridges between learning domains; quality and standards; and equality and social justice. The report concludes with a list of recommendations for action and further debate followed by brief final reflections.

---


9 Alongside two further priorities: promoting youth participation and active democratic citizenship, and reinforcing social cohesion.

10 The Steering Committee for Intergovernmental Co-operation in the Youth Field.

11 Non-formal education “is an integral part of a lifelong learning concept that allows young people and adults to acquire and maintain the skills, abilities and outlook needed to adapt to a continuously changing environment” (§3, Recommendation 1437(2000))1, adopted 24 January 2000).
INTRODUCTION

Probably the single most important finding of this study is that we know amazingly little about non-formal education practices in general, and even less about those occurring within the youth organisations.¹²

No-one at this symposium would have been surprised by this conclusion; indeed, the symposium’s daily newspaper reported that participants were finding it difficult to pin down a common and clear definition of non-formal education, as did the passers-by interviewed for the newspaper in an ad hoc Strasbourg street survey. Equally, non-formal learning practitioners¹³ certainly know what it is they do and why they do it, at least in their own working contexts. This suggests that non-formal educational knowledge and expertise remains largely tacit and context-bound, which inevitably constrains the exchange of good practice that underpins the continuing professional task of improving the quality of teaching and learning. Symposium participants broadly accepted the need to make non-formal educational knowledge and expertise more visible and transferable, but were keen to recall the risk of diluting the very specificities that make non-formal learning so worthwhile. The absence of formalised canons, procedures and outcomes is very much seen as a guarantor for the creative, open-ended, experiential and participatory quality of non-formal learning. The key task for the future is to identify ways of negotiating this tension successfully, so that non-formal learning’s genuinely complementary and innovative roles can be effectively developed and its individual and social outcomes better recognised.

Non-formal learning is hardly a new phenomenon – and neither is it unique to the youth sector – but its present status and identity has been very much shaped in the shadow of the increasing social and economic salience of formal education and training systems and outcomes. The very word ‘non-formal’ defines the activity in terms of what it is not, rather than what it actually is. The more schooling is judged in negative terms – constraining creativity, divorced from real life, overly competitive and instrumental, individually hurtful, helping to maintain inequalities – the more other ways of learning are seen to promise the opposite virtues, or at least to provide opportunities to salve the wounds. The history of progressive education movements – right back to the Enlightenment – is marked precisely by diverse efforts to build and justify alternative kinds of learning contents, contexts, processes, outcomes and their respective evaluation. Non-formal education is part of this tradition, which, it should be added, notably includes alternative visions of schooling itself.

This means that the non-formal sector’s sense of collective self has always included opposing the mainstream, as well as complementing it. The opposition is grounded in a set of social values and educational principles that could be described as more visionary and idealistic than those mainstream schooling embodies. A focus on complementarity is more pragmatic, arguing that the complex and rapidly-changing demands of modern life require more than

---


¹³ This is the term proposed here to replace the frequently-used phrase ‘teachers and trainers in non-formal education’. The term ‘practitioners’ unites ‘teachers and trainers’ into one category, overcoming the sectoral divide that these two words typically connote in English (teachers work in the general education sector, trainers work in the vocational education and training sector). The word ‘learning’ replaces the word education for two reasons: to bring general and vocational education and training under an integrating umbrella of purposive learning activity, and to place more emphasis on the person-centred ‘doing’ of education.
slow-moving institutionalised learning environments can possibly provide on their own.\textsuperscript{14} 

**Policy interest in non-formal learning is rapidly rising** – not only for young people but for people of all ages, and not simply for personal and social education but increasingly for acquiring vocationally-relevant skills.\textsuperscript{15} What should be the **appropriate balance between vision and pragmatism** in revitalising the quality and the outcomes of non-formal learning in today’s Europe? What kinds of action are needed on the part of which organisations, groups and individuals to achieve that balance? These were key questions that lay behind the symposium debate as a whole.

**FIVE TRANSVERSAL THEMES**

1. **Definitions and understandings**

Symposium participants may have been hesitant to perceive and adopt a single and unambiguous definition of non-formal education, but there is **in fact no shortage of existing definitions** from which they might have wished to choose.\textsuperscript{16} Taken together, such definitions are united in describing non-formal education as both purposeful yet highly-varied learning contexts. They are more likely *not* to specify that non-formal education is directed at particular age-groups, but definitions that come from the youth sector and its representatives at the Council of Europe are inclined to suggest a specific link between non-formal education and young people’s needs and demands. In contrast, the OECD definition (included in the appendix) tends to give the impression that non-formal education relates more to adult learning.

All definitions refer in some way to differences in the degree and type of organisation of learning activities between the formal and non-formal sectors; they generally also make reference to differing styles of learning, suggesting that the non-formal sector provides alternative and complementary styles. The Council of Europe and European Youth Forum definitions notably and explicitly refer to particular contents and methods as additional defining characteristics of non-formal education.

Finally, the certification of learning outcomes as a distinguishing criterion between formal and non-formal education is included in EU, OECD and Council of Europe definitions, but interestingly, the latest CDEJ definition makes specific mention of the fact that non-formal learning experience “might also be certificated” as well as the fact that “these programmes are carried out by trained leaders”. These elements clearly mark the direction taken by current discussions around the need for greater recognition of the full range of learning outcomes and of the professional expertise of non-formal learning practitioners.

**Common elements in existing definitions of non-formal education**

\textsuperscript{14} The Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly report on *Non-formal Education* places this more pragmatic approach in the forefront: “The Assembly recognises that formal educational systems alone cannot respond to the challenges of modern society and therefore welcomes its reinforcement by non-formal educational practices. The Assembly recommends that governments and appropriate authorities of member states recognise non-formal education as a de facto partner in the lifelong learning process and make it accessible for all” (summary statement, Doc. 8595, 15.12.99. Committee on Culture and Education).

\textsuperscript{15} This is closely linked to the importance attached to implementing lifelong learning in the context of promoting both employability and active citizenship in knowledge-based economies and an integrated Europe; see here the European Commission’s *Memorandum on Lifelong Learning*, Brussels, November 2000 (SEC(2000)1832).

\textsuperscript{16} The appendix to this report provides a set of relevant examples.
- purposive learning,
- diverse contexts,
- different and lighter organisation of provision and delivery,
- alternative/complementary teaching and learning styles,
- less developed recognition of outcomes and quality.

Specific accents in any given definition then result, as one would expect, from the particular interests of the definers and the broader social context in which a definition has been produced. These accents will include, for example, a focus on particular target groups; the differential weight given to structural features of provision and delivery as opposed to features of learning content and process; or the emphasis given to intrinsic versus instrumental and personal versus social aims of non-formal education.

How does this compare with the views expressed by the symposium participants, all of whom are working in, with or for the youth policy and action domain? The strong emphasis placed on the link between non-formal education and young people’s needs and demands is readily explicable and defensible, but whence the definitional hesitancy? Part of the answer must lie in the tacit and context-bound nature of knowledge and expertise in the non-formal education sector as a whole, an issue raised in the introduction to this report. Previous attempts to elicit views on what non-formal learning is and the role of youth organisations as education providers have certainly resulted in low response rates, lack of consensus on definitions and understandings, and relative lack of awareness of the nature and scale of the contribution being made.

But this is not the only reason. Youth sector actors are reluctant on principle to subscribe to common and clear definition and understanding of non-formal education – this in itself can be seen as a formalisation process that risks imposing unnecessary constraints on teachers’ and learners’ autonomy of action. The consensus at the symposium was that a universally valid definition is neither possible nor desirable: no-one wants to risk ‘fossilisation’ and everyone wants to respect diversity of perspective and practice. The catalogue of written contributions from the participants reinforces the consensus that emerged in discussion: non-formal education is perceived above all in terms of freedom from authority and from constraints on what and how to learn. Nevertheless, in practical terms participants were in no doubt about the essential features of non-formal learning in the youth domain. These are summarised immediately below.

---

17 Differing understandings of ‘neformaly’ at the close of the Soviet era provide an example: see Siurala, L., A broader strategy for non-formal learning and education? Note prepared for the Symposium on Non-formal Education, Council of Europe Youth Directorate, October 2000.

18 See here: Lifelong Learning – A Youth Perspective, European Youth Forum/Free University of Brussels, Brussels, December 1997; Building Bridges for Learning, European Youth Forum/National Board of Education Finland, Brussels, December 1999; Synthesis of and replies to the questionnaire on non-formal education, report to the second meeting of the CDEJ Working Group on non-formal education and social cohesion, 15-16 February 1999 (EDU-SOC/GT(99)2).

Essential features of non-formal learning

- balanced co-existence and interaction between cognitive, affective and practical dimensions of learning
- linking individual and social learning, partnership-oriented solitory and symmetrical teaching/learning relations
- participatory and learner-centred
- holistic and process-oriented
- close to real life concerns, experiential and oriented to learning by doing, using intercultural exchanges and encounters as learning devices
- voluntary and (ideally) open-access
- aims above all to convey and practice the values and skills of democratic life

This list includes reference to content (the values and skills of democratic life) but emphasises, above all, a range of framing conditions for learning that might have a variety of purposes and contents. In sum, the symposium participants subscribe in the first instance to practice-based and contextual understandings of non-formal education. Their list contains far less reference to the way learning is organised, delivered and recognised than the more formalised definitions discussed earlier. This is not surprising: institutionally-produced understandings have different purposes and priorities than do those developed closer to and in the field. But this does help explain why it is that defining non-formal learning becomes such a contentious and fraught issue. It also suggests that what is really needed are multi-layer definitions, which relate to each other but express common understandings at different levels and for different purposes.

More broadly, useful understandings of non-formal education are necessarily relational in character. It is time to move beyond regarding formal and non-formal learning as a binary opposition, in which non-formal represents all that is ‘good’ and formal represents all that is ‘bad’. In reality, the boundaries between the two are not firmly fixed. Their respective features fade into one another towards the centre of what is ultimately a continuum of learning contexts, contents and methods. Furthermore, the specificities of given national and cultural traditions and systems mean that the boundary lines between what is understood to fall into the formal and non-formal sectors are objectively placed at different points on that continuum. Finally, in practical terms, the symposium’s catalogue of projects itself shows up very significant differences between countries both in policy perspectives on non-formal education and in the levels of human and financial resources on which the sector can rely. Productive communication, dialogue and exchange across borders, sectors and groups demands that educational activities are placed in explicit relation both to their specific context and to the continuum of teaching and learning as a whole. This is the basis for demonstrating and improving the quality and standards of learning in the non-formal sector, no less so than in the formal sector.
2. Teaching and learning methods

The palette of non-formal teaching and learning methods derives quite directly from the essential features of non-formal education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-formal teaching and learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>communication-based methods: interaction, dialogue, mediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activity-based methods: experience, practice, experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socially-focussed methods: partnership, teamwork, networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-directed methods: creativity, discovery, responsibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quite evidently, these methods are not unique to the youth sector – they have equally long been used in a wide range of community education and adult education practice. Indeed, it can be argued that basic education for adults, most especially those living in isolated regions and developing countries, has been the paradigmatic context in which non-formal teaching and learning methods were developed and practised. By contrast, youth work traditions have been strongly influenced by social pedagogies of ‘care and control’, whereas youth organisations have always incorporated – implicitly or explicitly – a socio-political role and mission. Conscious awareness of the educational dimensions of youth sector activities has developed relatively slowly and patchily, and with some resistance at times since, after all, the whole point is not to be ‘like school’.

Greater awareness of the educational dimension and the concomitant development of appropriate methods has been, above all, shaped on the terrains of political education and intercultural learning. These themes have provided the teaching and learning content that lies at the heart of non-formal education in the youth sector, and it is the demands of this kind of content that have influenced the choice of methods. A key aspect of this choice is the conviction that learning to be interculturally competent and to become an active democratic citizen can only succeed if the words match the deeds, and if the theory is accompanied by direct practice. Speaking about equal rights must be matched by symmetrical relations between teachers and learners. Tolerance of the unfamiliar and the ambiguous is acquired through (carefully prepared) exposure to and confrontation with the strange and incomprehensible. An appreciation of the virtues of parliamentary debate as a form of democratic decision making becomes real and useful when young people also learn the practical skills of group discussion, negotiation and compromise.

Practitioners who work in formal education settings would immediately argue that they, too, make use of these kinds of teaching and learning methods – and in most cases their claim would be justified. The difference lies in the fact that this is not all that formal learning environments do, and in many respects it is not the majority of what they do. Firstly, schools and colleges literally must cover a much wider curriculum, which is still almost wholly subject-based and for which subject-specific didactics have been firmly established. The adoption of more ‘open’ methods of teaching and learning has taken place more easily in some subjects than others – for example, history over against physics. An extensive literature

---

20 As does Sahlberg in Building Bridges for Learning, p.8ff.
21 In schools, this would be more typically called ‘civics’ or ‘citizenship education’, perhaps even ‘personal and social education’ or ‘social studies’.
tries to understand and explain these kinds of differences, further discussion of which is not appropriate in this report. The interesting question that arises for non-formal education in the youth sector is rather: are there particular kinds of content that are genuinely unsuitable for non-formal learning contexts and methods? If so, why; if not, why not? Asking these kinds of questions would help to clarify more precisely the genuinely salient distinctions between formal and non-formal learning. The answers could also help to demonstrate the value of non-formal methods across the board of learning contexts altogether.

Secondly, whatever the content at hand, there is one crucial difference between the formal and non-formal education sectors: learners in the former are assessed, and these assessments have a critical and increasing impact on their life chances and risks. Moreover, assessment methods in Europe as a whole are still heavily dominated by quite traditional forms of testing and examination, perhaps most heavily of all in the secondary education sector. And whatever the precise form of assessment, there is plenty of evidence to show that its very existence influences teaching and learning methods (as in ‘teaching to the syllabus’ or ‘cramming for the exam’). Once again, there is an extensive literature on the complex effects of formal assessment upon learner motivation and learning outcomes. There are also numerous well-documented examples of committed attempts to modernise assessment methods, to make them not only more effective (i.e. valid, reliable and relevant) but also more ‘human’. Nevertheless, the fact that the youth sector regards with some circumspection the call\textsuperscript{22} to “valorise competencies acquired non-formally” by young people, and to “work towards a system for European-level recognition” of non-formal learning practitioners, is perfectly understandable. Appropriate teaching and learning methods must be matched by appropriate methods of recognition and evaluation for the non-formal sector.

3. Links and bridges between learning domains

This is a sensitive theme for the youth sector, where noticeably divergent views are held, including amongst the symposium participants. Nevertheless, on balance there is an emerging, if still hesitant, consensus in favour of building firmer links and bridges between non-formal and formal learning domains.

\textsuperscript{22} In the Youth Ministers’ 1998 Budapest Declaration (see p. 1 and footnote 2 of this report).
Building links and bridges

- Non-formal and formal domains can learn and profit from each other’s distinct expertise and experience: communication and co-operation should be strengthened. For example, conflict can take place in schools as well as on the street – practitioners in both contexts could profit from gaining mediation and conflict resolution skills, and from exchanging good practice in this area.

- The youth sector has not yet begun to exploit the positive potential of mixed-age and intergenerational learning processes. Where are the links to be made here with adult educators, who often work in similar ways with older age groups?

- Non-formal learning is a tool for integration and empowerment of the excluded, but this is not enough by itself – for the most part, people need jobs to survive with dignity, maintain self-worth and have meaningful access to active citizenship in all its dimensions. This means that non-formal and formal learning provision and practitioners must work together to maximise the chances of the highly disadvantaged to build meaningful, independent and satisfying lives.

The proposed formula for building firmer links with other learning sectors and their practitioners is therefore a simple one: capitalise on complementarities and minimise unproductive competition. NGOs in the youth sector – the main providers of non-formal learning for young people – can profitably seek dialogue and co-operation with (for example) new social movements, digital communities, innovative youth training schemes, community school projects, and social reconstruction programmes in regions hit by armed conflicts and natural catastrophes. This underlines that the proposal for building links and bridges applies not only to the formal education sector, but also to a wide range of social contexts in which non-formal learning takes place alongside other activities. The ultimate aim could be that the youth sector claim a specific and recognised role within an organically interconnected process of lifelong and lifewide learning.

4. Quality and standards

Addressing the quality and standards of non-formal learning provision and outcome is no less sensitive a theme – perhaps even more so, because here the spectre of ranked comparisons between providers and status differentiations between ‘qualified and unqualified’ practitioners looms large and close. State-organised regulation (monitoring, validation, accreditation) is highly problematic for NGOs and civil society associations engaged in non-formal learning, perhaps particularly so in western Europe, where distrust and scepticism of established democratic governance systems has become widespread. This trend has significant implications for education and training systems as a whole. Their established

---

23 As suggested by Siurala in A broader strategy for non-formal learning and education?
procedures and practices are coming under increasing scrutiny and challenge by citizens — whether as parents looking for the ‘best’ education for their children, as university students bringing a case that their examinations have not been justly assessed, or indeed as young people who decide that schooling has nothing to offer them and drop out to ‘do it their own way’.

Nevertheless, the symposium workshop on recognition concluded that “the non-formal education sector has arrived at a point at which the majority of partners at European level agree that there is a need to go deeper into the issues of accreditation/certification and assessment”, in terms both of practitioner qualifications and of learning outcomes. In effect, symposium participants overall agreed that quality standards for teaching and learning processes and outcomes would help to give non-formal education the social recognition it deserves. As indicated earlier in this report, for the youth sector the absolute proviso must be that assessment and evaluation methods are ‘indigenous and appropriate’, i.e. based upon the distinctive characteristics of non-formal learning, not imitating the formal sector.

Participants judged three considerations as fundamental to the formulation and implementation of coherent measures to assure quality and standards. Firstly, non-formal learning outcomes typically centre on generic and transferable skills, which enable people to ‘do’ as well as to ‘be’ (such as teamworking and problem-solving skills; capacity to take responsibility and to exercise tolerance; sustained ability to learn and to be adaptable; capacity to act on one’s own initiative, be enterprising and use one’s creative powers).

Secondly, the expertise of non-formal learning practitioners emphasises process skills over content skills, so training courses should reflect this balance appropriately. A recognition system at European level must also reflect the specific added value of European-level non-formal education in the youth sector. An initial list of key competencies is shown immediately below.

**Key competencies of non-formal learning practitioners**

- using collegial and participatory methods
- facilitating international and intercultural groups
- using diversity as a positive learning tool
- making critically reflective links between the concrete and the abstract, in order both to facilitate learning processes and continuously to improve their quality
- knowledge about European societies and polities, including the European institutions and integration issues
- knowledge about young people’s lives and cultures in Europe (not only in one’s own society)

Thirdly, assessment procedures should be formative (i.e. continuous, process-oriented) and essentially self-evaluative, so that the system is owned and operated by learners themselves (as in, for example, personal records of achievement). The role of the teacher/trainer in assessment and evaluation processes should be designed to reflect the

---

qualities of being a mentor, guide, facilitator, resource person – in effect, the supporting partner on a learning journey. The learners in question, of course, could also be non-formal learning practitioners themselves on initial or in-service training and professional development courses. Such assessment methods are intrinsically appealing – but they are neither a cheap nor a simple option. On the contrary, if they are to work well they need a solid raft of good quality mentoring and guidance support, as well as professional expertise in evaluation and assessment itself. Currently, these resources are just not widely available in the youth sector, nor in non-formal education as a whole; this is an important policy issue to be addressed.

5. Equality and social justice

The Youth Ministers’ 1998 Bucharest Declaration gives distinct priority to promoting equal opportunities and social cohesion, and suggests that non-formal education can contribute to this broad aim of youth policy. Interestingly, in the case of encouraging equal opportunities, the Declaration takes the field of vocational training. Young people acquire vocationally relevant skills and experience through non-formal learning. Recognition that this is so would open up alternative and complementary routes to qualification, especially for those who have done less well in the mainstream education and training system. The Declaration proposes that ways should be found to endorse these outcomes as qualifications that can achieve practical currency (for further education and training or with employers). This is an important statement, because non-formal education in the youth sector has not, in the past, construed its purposes and outcomes in terms of explicitly vocational skills or as a contribution to building individual employability. Persistently high rates of youth unemployment and their consequences for young people’s social integration, together with the changing skills demands of the transition to knowledge-based, globalising economies in Europe, have prompted the youth sector to reconsider the potential scope and benefits of the educational work they do.

In the case of encouraging social cohesion, the Declaration gives the example of promoting mediation as a means of preventing and resolving conflicts. Mediation and conflict resolution have attracted increasing attention in recent years, most particularly in the light of inter-ethnic violence, armed conflicts and social breakdown in South-Eastern Europe. International youth NGOs are actively involved in the reconstruction effort, and young people from the region themselves participate in Council of Europe meetings and courses supported through the Youth Directorate. Intercultural learning is one element of a response strategy; learning to use democratic communication, negotiation and advocacy skills effectively to bring people together is another. As pointed out earlier in this report, these are classic terrains for non-formal education in the youth sector.

---

26 The European Council Presidency (of the European Union) Conclusions in Lisbon (23-24 March 2000) constitute a milestone document in specifying the economic changes underway and the implications for education and training as a whole. The introduction of the European Voluntary Service pilot scheme (fully integrated into the European Union’s YOUTH action programme from January 2000) had already provided a concrete impetus to consider how young people’s participation in voluntary activities could be appropriately recognised, including with an eye to their transition to employment and self-employment.

27 The use of mediation and advocacy skills by young people on behalf of young people is also an element of non-formal learning in more everyday contexts. The Council of Europe’s Education for Democratic Citizenship project has supported the development of diverse ‘sites of citizenship’ throughout Europe, including youth-oriented projects, that use such skills in the context of practising active citizenship in local community settings. See cite brochure and website.
The mandate of the CDEJ Working Group set up to implement the Declaration’s recommendations reflects the view that **non-formal education is an important means for promoting social cohesion**. The symposium participants themselves expressed strong commitment to giving priority to the needs of young people at risk of marginalisation and exclusion, arguing – to cite one participant – that “non-formal learning takes over when the social fabric is broken ... we are dealing with people whose whole life has crumbled”. Non-formal learning offers an affirmative and integrating space in which to recover and grow. Providing low-threshold opportunities close to home are essential to reach this kind of public. Here, too, there is **potential for closer co-operation with local social services** in designing multi-purpose learning projects.

Nevertheless, non-formal learning exists in the here and now – it is not a paradise apart, but is woven into existing social and economic structures and interests. If non-formal learning, perhaps especially at international level – is also, in the words of another participant, “... playground of tomorrow’s leaders”, then it can, in principle, just as easily contribute to maintaining social and educational inequalities rather than dismantling them. Where the relevant data is available, research and statistics leave us in little doubt that as far as education and training is concerned, those who already have get more – and generally want more in the first place. It is perhaps time to confront this problem more directly: does the same pattern show up in non-formal learning in the youth sector, and what kinds of counter-strategies might be effective to redress current imbalances in participation?

These are not comfortable questions, but they do encourage more critical reflection on the intended and unintended consequences of current patterns and styles of provision and participation in non-formal education. The more visionary values that underpin the youth sector’s involvement in non-formal education suggest that **learning as a tool for personal and social change must guide quality practice**, and not only the more pragmatic approach of learning for social integration into the world as it is. But drawing the balance between the two remains unresolved – which returns us to the key underlying issues identified in the introduction to this report.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION AND FURTHER DEBATE**

1. **Information, resources and networking**
   - Provide a comprehensive basis for communication and dialogue between non-formal learning practitioners and between NGOs as providers of non-formal education.
   - Develop a more precise, distinctive and interculturally robust terminology and conceptual framework.

---

28 Whilst overall levels of education and qualification have risen continuously in the last forty years, social inequalities in educational participation and outcome have not lessened. Polarisation trends have become more marked in the past two decades, with a significant minority at risk of long-term social and economic exclusion. Trends in access to and participation in continuing education and training continue to show that those who are already well-qualified, better-paid and better-placed in the labour market are more likely to be offered and to take up learning opportunities. There is no prima facie reason to assume that the non-formal youth education sector does not tend to produce similar patterns, although this remains to be demonstrated one way or the other in concrete terms.
2. Policy strategies

- Achieve greater acceptance of the complementarity between formal and non-formal learning domains.

- Work towards integrated policy approaches to combat social exclusion, including through non-formal learning and better recognition of its outcomes.

- Raise the profile of the non-formal learning community in the policymaking domain.

3. Improving quality and standards

- As a spur to innovation, co-operation and critical reflection, promote cross-sectoral exchange of experience amongst practitioners working in formal and non-formal settings, with different target groups and in different countries or cultural contexts.

- Develop comprehensive in-service training courses for non-formal learning practitioners, especially at European level.

- Develop shared European-level guidelines for common key/core qualifications profiles for non-formal learning practitioners, which could ultimately lead to a kind of ‘qualified teacher’ status.
### Action points

Set up an Active Learning Forum to build up a body of coherent and critical knowledge, to act as a professional reference point and to create a peer advisory body for quality assurance.

Continue and extend the mandate of the Curriculum and Quality Group (established under the Council of Europe-European Union covenant in the youth domain) to develop training courses and key competence guidelines.

Continue and extend co-operation and partnership between the Council of Europe and the European Union in the youth domain, both through the existing covenant and through effective use of appropriate actions under the new Community action programmes in education, training and youth (SOCRATES II, LEONARDO II and YOUTH).
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The renewed wave of policy interest in non-formal learning is welcome to all concerned, whether for more visionary or more pragmatic reasons. European societies and economies increasingly need what mainstream education and training systems simply have not provided for the majority of the population: critical and independent thinking, personal autonomy, proactive problem-solving and, last but by no means least, **quality learning outcomes across the full range of capacity, knowledge and skill.** This offers a window of opportunity to revitalise the non-formal sector by enhancing its recognition, by raising its available resources and by consolidating the quality of its contribution to individual learning and social life.

Opportunities inevitably bring risks, and such concerns were clearly voiced at the symposium. Is the essence of non-formal learning genuinely endangered by greater dialogue and partnership with formal education, or by placing quality of teaching and learning explicitly at the forefront? Perhaps still a little hesitantly, the consensus amongst the participants is that the non-formal education sector can and should look forward with confidence to meeting these challenges. Precisely because of the strength of NGO and practitioner commitment to young people’s well-being and futures, all fully endorse the view that where people have entitlements to learning opportunities, they also have rights to quality learning experiences and outcomes.

This means considering the implications of professionalisation, the need for training and recognised qualifications, and rendering learning outcomes visible and valued. The non-formal education sector – and particularly in the youth field – has a renewed opportunity to show with pride and confidence what it already does very well, to exchange its fund of knowledge and expertise with other non-formal learning contexts and to develop complementary partnerships with those working in formal education and training. This symposium provided a fruitful forum for debate on how best to meet these challenges in the best interests of non-formal learning providers, of non-formal learning practitioners, and – above all – the young people who participate in non-formal learning. This symposium has marked the beginning of a **new phase of development for the youth sector,** and the impetus it has provided should be firmly carried forward.
APPENDIX

Examples of existing definitions of non-formal education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal education is organised educational activity outside the established formal system that is intended to serve an identifiable learning clientele with identifiable learning objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal education corresponds to a collection of teaching tools and learning schemes that are seen as creative and innovative alternatives to traditional and classical teaching systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNCIL OF EUROPE COMMITTEE ON CULTURE AND EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal education is educational activity which is not structured and takes place outside the formal system ... which is usually provided or supported by the state, chronologically graded and running from primary to tertiary institutions. ... Non-formal education covers two rather different realities: on the one hand education activities taking place outside the formal education system (for example a lecture on social rights organised by a trade union) and on the other the experience acquired while exerting responsibilities in a voluntary organisation (for example being a member of the board of an environment protection NGO).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEMORANDUM ON LIFELONG LEARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal learning takes place alongside the mainstream systems of education and training and does not typically lead to formalised certificates. Non-formal learning may be provided in the workplace and through the activities of civil society organisations and groups (such as in youth organisations, trades unions and political parties). It can also be provided through organisations or services that have been set up to complement formal systems (such as arts, music and sports classes or private tutoring to prepare for examinations).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**OECD**
The formal system refers to all those aspects of education within the sphere of responsibilities and influence of the Minister of Education, together with private schools, universities and other institutions which prepare students for officially recognised qualifications. The non-formal sector comprises learning activities taking place outside this formal system, such as those carried out within companies, by professional associations, or independently by self-motivated adult learners.

**EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM/NATIONAL BOARD OF EDUCATION FINLAND**
Non-formal education is defined as organised and semi-organised educational activities operating outside the structure and routines of the formal education system. This view expresses the way in which education is delivered, and is formulated in terms of two criteria. One criterion is concerned with the degree of organisation and the other with the nature of the relationship to the schools system.

**CDEJ WORKING GROUP ON NON-FORMAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL COHESION**
Non-formal education may be defined as a planned programme of personal and social education for young people designed to improve a range of skills and competencies, outside but supplementary to the formal educational curriculum. Participation is voluntary and the programmes are carried out by trained leaders in the voluntary and/or public sectors, and should be systematically monitored and evaluated. The experience might also be certificated. It is generally related to the employability and lifelong learning requirements of the individual young person, and may require in addition to the youth work sector the involvement of a range of government or non governmental agencies responsible for the needs of young people.
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Programme

Thursday, 12 October 2000: Arrival of the participants
20h00 Welcome party

Friday, 13 October 2000:
Morning :

09h30-11h00 : Opening of the Symposium by Mr Klaus Schumann, Director General of the Directorate General IV - Education, Culture, Youth and Sport, Environment
Speech by Mr Stanko Salamon, Chair of the European Steering Committee for Youth (CDEJ)
Speech by Mr Tobias Flessenkemper, Secretary General of the European Youth Forum

11h00-11h30 : Coffee break

11h30-13h00 : Introduction to non-formal education by Mr Lasse Siurala, Director of Youth and Sport and debate

Presentation of the workshops and aims of the Symposium

13h00-14h30: Lunch

Afternoon:

14h30-16h00: Workshops:
1) Recognition of non-formal education
2) Education to democracy
3) Social integration and employability
4) Mediation, Conflict Resolution

16h00-16h30: Coffee break

16h30-18h00: Workshops

19h00: Buffet offered by the Director of Youth and Sport
Saturday, 14 October 2000

Morning:

09h30-11h00: Workshops (continuation)
11h00-11h30: Coffee break
11h30-13h00: Workshops (continuation)
13h00-14h30: Lunch

Afternoon:

14h30-16h00: Workshops
16h00-16h30: Coffee break
16h30-18h00: Workshops
19h00: Dinner and international evening

Sunday, 15 October 2000

Morning

09h30-11h00: Reports of the workshops
11h00-11h30: Coffee break
11h30-13h00: Report of the General Rapporteur
Debate and Conclusions
13h00: Lunch

Afternoon

Departure of the participants

***

A newspaper will be issued each day of the Symposium and put at your disposal during the breakfast at the Reception of the EYC.
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List of participants

A. GOVERNMENTS/GOUVERNEMENTS

AUSTRIA – AUTRICHE

Ms Monika MILEWSKI
Federal Ministry of Social Affairs and Generations
International Department for Youth and Family Affairs
Franz-Josefs-Kai 51 – A – 1010 WIEN
Tel. (43.1) 534.75 215 Fax (43.1) 513.16.79/3045
E-mail: monika.milewska@bmu.gv.at

CYPRUS – CHYPRE

Mr Michael KYRIACOS
Cyprus Family Planning Association
Mpotoupolinas 25
1061 NICOSIA
Tel. (357.2) 75.10.93 Fax (357.2) 75.74.95
E-mail: famplan@spidernet.com.cy

CROATIA – CROATIE

Ms Matija Cale MRATOVIC
Public Health Department/ZZJZ – DUBROVNIK
p.p. 58 – 20 001 DUBROVNIK
Tel and Fax: 385.20.413.625
E-mail: dubrovnik-tim@du.tel.ht

ESTONIA – ESTONIE

Ms Tiina HÄNG
Ministry of Education,
Tõnismaa 9/11, 15192 – TALLINN, ESTONIA
Tel. (372) 6 281 343 Fax (372 6) 281 240
Email: Tiina.Hang@hm.ee

FRANCE

Mr Jean-Claude LUCIEN
Direction Régionale et Départementale de la Jeunesse et du Sport
55, rue Amiral Cécille
BP 1358 F – 76179 ROUEN CEDEX
Tel. (33.2) 32.18.15.24 Fax (33.2) 32.18.15.99
Email: jean-claude.Lucien@jeunesse-sports.gouv.fr
GREECE – GRECE

Ms Irakleia SCHOINA
General Secretariat for Youth
Aharon Street 417, GR – 111 43 ATHENS
Tel (30.1) 25 30 642 Fax (30.1) 25 30 890
Email: iras@athina.neagenia.gr; evssgmg@otenet.gr

HUNGARY – HONGRIE

Ms Katalin BAKONYI
Mobility Youth Service
Amerikai út 96, H – 1145 BUDAPEST
Tel. Direct (36.1) 460 1073 Fax (36.1) 1220 5633
E-mail: kbakonyi@mail.mgx.hu

ICELAND – ISLANDE

Mr Erlendur KRISTJANSSON
Head of Division, Department of Youth and Sport
Ministry of Culture and Education
Sölvehogata 4, IS – 150 REYKJAVIK
Tel. (354) 560 95 00 Fax (354) 562 30 68
Email: erlundur.kristjansson@mrm.stjr.is

LITHUANIA – LITUANIE

Mr Algirdas AUGUSTAITIS (membre équipe préparatoire)
State Council of Youth Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania
Gedimino ave 37, LT – 2600 VILNIUS
Tel. (370.2) 220.566 Fax (370.2) 220.409
Email: info@vjr.tl

LUXEMBOURG

M. Claude BODEVING (membre équipe préparatoire)
Service National de la Jeunesse
B.P. 707, 1 rue de la Poste, 2017 - LUXEMBOURG
Tel. (352) 478 64 69 Fax (352) 46 41 86
Email: claude.bodeving@snj.lu

MALTA – MALTE

Mr Adrian TONNA
Department of Youth and Sport
Great Siege Road., FLORIANA - MALTA
Tel. (356) 22.78.80 Fax (356) 241.032
E-mail: josefb@festnet.net.mt

Mr Paul BUHAGIAR
Parliamentary Secretariat
Ministry of Education
Great Siege Road., FLORIANA - MALTA
Tel. (356) 22.78.80 Fax (356) 241.032
Email: paul.e.buhagiar@magnet.mt

NETHERLANDS – PAYS-BAS

Ms Caroline VINK
NIZW Int. Centre
PO Box 19152, 3501 DP - UTRECHT
Tel: 31.30.230.65.52 Fax: 31.30.230.65.40
Email: c.vink@nizw.nl

NORWAY – NORVEGE

Mr Bjorn JAABERG HANSEN
Adviser, Department for Child and Youth Policy
Royal Ministry of Children and Family Affairs
P.O. Box 8036 Dep., N – 0030 OSLO 1
Tel. (47) 22.24.26.01 / 22.24.26.12 Fax (47) 22 24 27 19
Email: bjorn.hansen@bfd.dep.no

M. Christian HELLEVANG
Governmental Office Youth and Adoption (SUAK)
Boks 8113 Dep, N - 0032 – OSLO
Tel: +47.22.24.20.11 Fax: +47.22.24.95.23
Email: Christian.hellevang@suak.dep.telemax.no

POLAND – POLOGNE

Ms Elzbieta WOJKOWSKA
Municipality of Krakow
Department for Education and Culture
Tel. Fax (48.12) 42 10 169

ROMANIA – ROUMANIE

Ms Adriana CIORBARU (membre équipe préparatoire)
Deputy Director of the International Relations Department
Ministry of Youth and Sport
16 Vasile Conta Str., Sector 2, RO – BUCHAREST
Tel.: 40 92 532.611 (mobile phone) Fax (40.1) 250 25 69
40.1 250 85.39/250.79.91/250.70.34
Email: Adriana.ciorbaru@k.ro

SLOVENIA – SLOVENIE

Mr Stanko SALAMON
Levecva 16
SLO - 1234 MENGES
Email: stanko.salamon@siol.net

SPAIN – ESPAGNE

Ms Jose UNZUETA
Bilbao City Council
Campo de Volentin 24-18, 48007 - BILBAO
SWEDEN – SUEDE

Ms Inger ASHING
National Board for Youth Affairs
Box 17801
11894 – STOCKHOLM
Tel: +46.8.462.5390
Email: inger.ashing@ungdomsstyrelsen.se

UKRAINE

Ms Oleksandra YATSURA
State Committee of Youth Policy, Sport and Tourism of Ukraine
14, Desyatynnaya str., of 210
01025 - KYIV
Tel. (044) 228.71.57
Email: des14@alfacom.net
bezulik@sport.kiev.ua

B. NON GOVERNEMENTAL YOUTH ORGANISATIONS / ORGANISATIONS NON GOVERNEMENTALES DE JEUNESSE

Ms Natallia ALEKSANDROVICH
Belarussian Young Women Christian
8-318 Storozhevskaya str.
Association
220002 MINSK
2-70, Krupskaya Str., post box 176
Tel. (375.17) 2286215
Fax (375.17) 2403482
Email: akwarell@mail.ru
Email : bywca@open.by

Mr Peter BANYAI
European Trade Union Confederation
(ETUC/CES)
Bd du Roi Albert II, 5., B - 1210 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 224 04 11
Fax: +32 2 224 04 54/55
Email : etuc@etuc.org

Mr Arjen BOS (membre équipe préparatoire)
Learning (EFIL)
European Federation for Intercultural
Halmheirstraat 73 hs
1094 RJ - AMSTERDAM
18-21, Koloniënstraat, 1000 – BRUSSELS
Tel: 31.6.510.50.310
Tel: +32.2.514.52.50
Email: arjen_bos@afs.org
Fax: +32.2.514.29.29
Email: info@efil.be
Mme Barbara CALVI
C/o Europe office WAGGGS
Via Carducci 386
BRUXELLES
24127 BERGAMO

Tel: 39.035.251.220
Fax: 39.035.262.141
Email: mnikkelson@waggsgueurope.org
bazz@mediacon.it

Mr Razvan Daniel CHIVU
Str. N. Balcescu, Bl. S5, Sc. C Ap. 6
0300 – PITESTI – ARGES
Tel: (GSM) +40.94.49.15.56
Fax: +40.1.312.28.97
Email: rchivu@hotmail.com

Ms Maria Manuela De CASTRO MIRNADA
Av. João Rato 2
S. Laurenço 5400 – 624 CHAVES
Fax /tél: 00.351.276.331.589
Telm (portable): 00.351.966.470.145
Email: mirandacm@hotmail.com

Ms Külli ELLER
Granidi 22-3
10413 TALLINN
Tel: +372.5.089.589
Fax: +372.6.999.201
Email: kylli@frens.ee

Ms Joëlle FISS
3, Av. Antoine Depage
BELGIQUE

Mr. Tobias FLESSENKEMPER

Ms Natasa FRAS
Mladinski ceh, Rakovniska 6,
1000 - LJUBLJANA
Email: joze.gornik@salve.si

Ms Conchi GALLEGO
C/Padre Piquer 52, 3Ea
28024 – MADRID
Tel: +34.1.711.8828
Fax: +34.1.701.0440
Email: cgallego@cje.org

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts - Europe Region (WAGGGS)
Avenue de la Porte de Hal, 38, Boîte 1, 1060

Tel. (322) 541.0880
Fax (322) 541.0899
Email: info@waggsgueurope.org

Romanian Youth Council (CTR)
9 Dem. I Dobrescu
70119 – BUCHAREST 1
Tel: +40.1.312.66.03
Fax: +40.1.312.28.97
Email: psdr@dnt.ro

Youth Action for Peace
Praça da Republica 18, 3º
PT – 3000 COIMBRA

European Educational Exchanges
Regastraat 47/4
3000 LEUVEN
Tel: +32.16.29.08.55
Fax: +32.16.29.06.97
Email: bs138195@sckynet.be

UEIJ

Secretary General
European Youth Forum
Rue Joseph II, B – 1000 BRUXELLES
Tel. 32 2 230 64 90
Fax 32 2 230 21 23
Email: youthforum@youthforum.org

Youth Guild

Spanish Youth Council
C/Montera 24, 6ª
28013 - MADRID
Tel: +34.1.701.04.34
Fax: +34.1.701.04.40
Email: info@cje.org
Mr Andreas KARSTEN

Ms Jeanette KRISTIANSEN KENWORTH
Augustasade, 28 4TV
2300 København S
Tel. (45) 23.390.165
Email: nette@net.dialog.dk

Mr Dani LASZLO
Str Vaslui nr 29
3400 – CLUJ-NAPOCA
Tel: +36.20.93.36324
+40.64.133.892
Email: danilaci@proteo.cj.edu.ro

Ms Miriam LEXMANNNOVA
Hroębóka 26
SK-851 02 Bratislava
Tel:+42 1 905 492 170
Email: miriam@sita.sk

Ms Eva Maria MARTIN MARTINEZ
C/ Canillas n°19, 2è I dch
28000 – MADRID
Tel: +91.411.7007
Fax: +91.890.2545
Email: emartin@cje.org

Mr Stefan MIHAILESCU
Str Stefan cel Mare, bl C13, apt 15
1900 – TIMISOARA
Tel: +0040.56.224018
Fax: +0040.1.2303010
Email: stef MSD@hotmail.com

Ms Merete MIKKELSEN
Europe office WAGGGS
Rue d’Irlande, 40
BRUXELLES
1060 - BRUXELLES
Email: mmikkelsen@waggseurope.org

European Youth Forum
Rue Joseph II, B – 1000 BRUXELLES
Tel. 32 2 230 64 90
Fax 32 2 230 21 23
Email: youthforum@youthforum.org

Danish Youth Council
Scherfigsvej, 5
2100 København O
Tel: 45.39.29.88.88
Fax: (45) 39.29.83.82
Email: duf@dufdk

Association for Community Colleges
Hojskolevej 9
7000 – D – FREDERICIA
Tel: +45.7624.1927
Fax: +45.7594.1462
Email: office@acc.eu.org

(Simplement equipe préparatoire)
Rada Mladeze Slovenska (RMS)
Prazská 11
SK - 811 04 Bratislava
Tel: +421 7 39 81 08/49 33 01
Fax: +421 7 39 33 01

Spanish Youth Council
c/Montera, 24, 6è
28013 – MADRID
Tel: +91.701.0420
Fax: +34.91.701.0440
Email: info@cje.org

SCI – RO
Str Aviator Darian, nr 9, bl11B,apt3
71254 – BUCHAREST 1
Tel: +0040.1.2311820
Fax: +0040.1.2303010
Email: scirozdhro

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts c/o
Europe Region (WAGGOS)
Avenue de la Porte de Hal, 38, Boîte 1, 1060

Tel. (322) 541.0880 Fax (322) 541.0399
Email: info@waggseurope.org
Ms Ramona PISCOPO
St Francis Ravelin
Floriana VLT 15
Email: ramona_mt@yahoo.com

Mr Lauri Veikko SAVISAARI

Tel: +358.9.3487.0603
Fax: +358.9.3487.0610
Email: lauri.savisaari@nuortenakatemia.fi

Ms Maria SLOORDAHL HJORT
Vidarsgate 18b
N - 0452 - OSLO
Email: maurikius@hotmail.com

Mr Kjetil ULSET
Hilden Østre
2760 – BRANDBU
Tel: +47.6.133.42.28
Fax:
Email: kjetil.ulset@n4h.no

Mr John PETERSEN
C/o Lomvievej 17
DK - 8541 - SKODSTCUP

Association for Community Colleges (ACC)
IT - Folkehøjskolen Snoghoj
Hojskolevej, 9 7000-FREDERICIA
Tel: 45.76.241.927 Fax: 45.7594.1462
Email: office@acc.eu.org

NYC/Forum Jeunesse

Mr Mounzer FATFAT
UNMIK Youth Department
In Kosovo
Tel: 00.377.44.145.405 / 001.212.963.8442 ext 4649 (UNMIK)
Email: mfatfat@yahoo.com or fatfat@un.org

Mr Skender BOSHTRAKAJ
Deputy Co-Head
UNMIK Youth Department in Kosovo
Email: sboshtarakaj@hotmail.com

Mr Bob PAYNE
Eurodesk Brussels Link
Rond-Point Schuman, 6, B – 1040 BRUSSELS
Tel : 32.2.282.83.84 Fax : 32.2.282.83.90
Email : bob.payne@eurodesk.org

C INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS / ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES

Norske 4H
Postboks 113
2026 – SKJETTEN
Telefon: +47.683.2100
Fax : +47.683.2119
Email: norske4h@n4h.no

Youth Academy
Youth Academy, Olympiastadion, Eteläkaarr
00250 – HELSINKI
Tel: +358.9.3487.0600
Fax: +358.9.3487.0610
Email: toimisto@nuortenakatemia.fi

Norwegian Youth Council
Nedre Volgate 5
0158 – OSLO
Tel: +47.2331.0600
Fax: +47.2331.0601
Email: lru@lru.no
D. OTHER PARTICIPANTS/AUTRES PARTICIPANTS

GENERAL RAPPORTEUR / RAPPORTEURE GÉNÉRALE

Ms Lynne CHISHOLM
Principal Administrator
European Commission, DG Education and Culture
Rue de la Loi 200, B – 1049 Bruxelles
Tel: 0032 2 296 2118/6845 Fax: 0032 2 296 86 01
Email: lynne.chisholm@cec.eu.int

LECTURERS / CONFERENCERS

Mr Peter LAURITZEN
Directorate of Youth and Sport/
Direction de la Jeunesse et du Sport
Workshop n° 1/Atelier n° 1

Mr Micha DE WINTER
Department of Youth Studies
University of Utrecht
PO Box 80140, NL – 3508 TC Utrecht
Tel: 31 30 53 20 12 Fax: 31 30 53 91 41
Email: m.dewinter@fss.uu.nl

Ms Carmen RODRIGUEZ-EYRÉ
Infodal
C/Zurbano 92, 5º dcha, E - 28003 Madrid
Tel: 00-34-91-441 45 22/441 35 25 Fax: 00-34-91 442 11 93
E-mail: infodal@retemail.es

Mr Michael ROEKAERTS
Pax Christi
Oude Graanmarkt 21, B – Bruxelles
Tel: 32 2 502 5550 Fax: 32 2 502 46 26
E-mail: michael@paxchristi.net

JOURNALISTS / JOURNALISTES

J PRESSE ANPIJ
30, rue Erard, 75012 – PARIS
Tel. 01 43 45 22 07 / 51 73
Email: franck@jpresse.org

Olivier DRAPIER :
Anne-Gaëlle HELIOT
Benoît HOCHEDEZ
Xavier AMEILHAUD
Email: pechkov@club-internet.fr
E. OTHER DIRECTORATES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE/AUTRES DIRECTIONS DU CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE

CDDS – Committee for the Development of Sport / Comité pour le Développement du Sport
Mr Reynir G. KARLSSON
Head of Division for Sport and Youth Affairs
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture
Sólhölgóti 4, ISL – 150 REYKJAVÍK

SECRETARIAT OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / SECRETARIAT DU CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE

DG IV – General Directorate of Education, Culture, Youth and Sport, Environment / Direction Générale de l'Éducation, Culture, Jeunesse et Sport, Environnement
Mr Klaus SCHUMANN, Director General / Directeur Général

Project on Education for Democratic Citizenship / Projet Éducation à la citoyenneté démocratique
Ms Karin VOLKNER, Administrator / Administratrice
Direction de l'Éducation, Education extra-scolaire et Enseignement Supérieur/Directorate of School, out-of-School and Higher Education
Ms Stefanka HRISTOSKOVA, Programme Adviser / Conseiller de programme

DG III – Social Cohesion / Cohésion sociale
Committee of experts on the Promotion on Access to Employment / Comité d’experts pour la Promotion de l’Accès à l’Emploi (CS-EM)
Mr Robert DRAKE, Administrator / Administrateur

Clerk of the Parliamentary Assembly / Greffe de l'Assemblée Parlementaire
Ms Olga KOSTENKO, Administrator / Administratrice

Secretariat of the Committee of Ministers/Secrétariat du Comité des Ministres
Ms Natalja TURENNE, Administrator/Administratrice

Direction de la Jeunesse et du Sport / Directorate of Youth and Sport

Mr Lasse SIURALA, Director / Directeur
Mme Anne-Marie FARADJI, Administrator /Secretary to the CDEJ / Administratrice, Secrétaire du CDEJ
M. Hubert OLIE ; Administrator / Administrateur
Mr Dan TRESTENI, Programme adviser / Conseiller de Programme
Secrétariat : Mme Sylvie FRITSCHE, Ms Maureen GEORGES-HIGGS, Mme Christiane LUPO-JONES
Finances : Mme Evelyne Caré-Colin, M Attila Varnai

Mme Agneta Derrien, Executive Director of the European Youth Centre/Directrice Exécutive du Centre Européen de la Jeunesse à Strasbourg
Mme Irena Guidikova, Administrator/Administratrice
Mme Anne Dussap, Tutor/Animatrice
INTERPRETERS/INTERPRETES

RECHT Olivier
PRIACEL Helga
WEBSTER Sarah
O'LOINGSIGH Eoghan
BESSMERTNYN Serge
FAYE Amath